We report the first measurement of the absolute flux-integrated cross section of ν µ charged cur-5 rent single π 0 production on argon. This measurement was performed with the MicroBooNE 6 detector, a liquid argon time projection chamber, utilizing neutrinos produced by the Fermilab processes becomes important at DUNE energies, where the resonant channel contributions are large.
I. Introduction
III. Simulation

48
We simulate the flux of neutrinos at MicroBooNE using the framework built by the MiniBooNE col-49 laboration along with their uncertainties. To simulate these neutrinos interacting with nuclei in our 50 detector, along with the relevant nuclear processes that modify the final-state, we employ the GENIE 51 event generator [15] . Beyond the default configuration we also enable a empirical handling of meson 52 exchange current (MEC) interactions which populate multi-nucleon final states [16] . The particles that 53 exit these interactions are then passed to a custom implementation of GEANT4 available in the LAr-
54
Soft software toolkit [17] . Cosmic background events that produces activity that coincides with the 55 beam-spill and triggers a readout is measured directly in data by utilizing a pulsed trigger that collects 56 data non-coincident with the beam exposure. Cosmic backgrounds that do not produce activity that 57 coincides with the beam spill and triggers a readout is modeled with CORSIKA at an elevation of 58 226 m above sea level [18] .
59
IV. Reconstruction and Event Selection
60
We reconstruct the neutrino interactions with algorithms available in LArSoft. This begins by taking 61 the raw signals on our three sense wire planes, filtering electronics noise [19] , and processing our signals 62 to isolate Gaussian shaped signals [20 and 21] , known as hits. From these hits the Pandora event 63 reconstruction toolkit [22] is used to cluster the hits and create 3D track and vertex objects that can 64 be associated back to particles in our detector. These 3D vertices are candidate locations for neutrino 65 interactions and we aim to identify the correct one in the next section to act as a seed for our shower 66 reconstruction stage.
67
To remove cosmic particles tracks we reject tracks that are clearly through-going. We also remove, 68 as a cosmic background, any track that is inconsistent with the spatial distribution of light on the
69
PMT array used to open the trigger window. The tracks that remain after this initial cosmic rejection 70 are passed to an inclusive ν µ charged current preselection and treated as candidate µ. Being a surface charged current interaction.
80
A candidate ν µ induced µ is selected if its deposited charge is consistent with the spatial distribution 81 of light collected on the PMT array during the trigger and has a length, L, greater than 15 cm. We 82 also require
83
• one of the candidate muon track end-points to be displaced less than 3 cm from a 3D reconstructed 84 vertex,
85
• the vertex to be within a fiducial volume of 10 cm from the up-and down-stream faces of the • all other tracks with end-points within 3 cm of the vertex are considered to have come from the 89 candidate neutrino interaction point.
90
These cuts provide us with a candidate ν µ induced muon and a candidate vertex. We reject cosmic 91 backgrounds by employing multiplicity-dependent cuts. For events that contain a single track associated 92 to the vertex, we require
93
• the track to be fully contained with the predefined fiducial volume,
94
• the track to have the fraction of its momentum in the y-direction, p y /|p|, be less than 0.4, and
95
• the track end higher in y to deposit more energy then the end lower in y if the track has a 96 projected length in y, L y , less than 25 cm.
97
These cuts help us to remove cosmic tracks that would be entering through the top of the TPC volume 98 and coming to rest, with a Bragg peak. For vertices with more than a single track we require that
99
• the two longest tracks not be back-to-back, θ 12 < 155
• , and
• the tracks have energy deposition profiles inconsistent with a stopping muon decaying to an 107 electron.
108
These requirements are carefully tuned to help mitigate cases where a cosmic muon comes to rest in 109 the detector volume and decays to a Michel electron. To verify that our muon candidate is consistent 110 with a minimally ionizing particle we require
111
• the mean hit charge within one RMS of the median hit charge for the candidate muon track be 112 consistent with a minimally ionizing particle (to distinguish it from a proton) and
113
• no deflections of greater than 8
• along the candidate muon track (to distinguish it from a misre-
114
constructed EM shower).
115
With these requirements, we select events that have a muon candidate attached to a vertex and have 116 greatly mitigated cosmic backgrounds. We use the vertex as an anchor point for the EM shower 117 reconstruction, discussed later in this section.
118
Our data sample consists of 1. reconstruction on each readout plane with the output of an early clustering pass performed by Pandora.
129
The Pandora clustering pass is intended to gather charge from only a single particle without collecting all of the charge from this particle [22] . These clusters are compared to the neutrino vertex and if they shower reconstruction procedure aims to reconstruct photons emanating from neutral pion decays with 142 a clearly defined vertex location.
143
The algorithm results in highly charge pure showers (on average 92% of the charge comes from the neutrino interaction it has a greater than 95% chance of originating from a π 0 decay. To increase our 155 statistics for our cross section we extract results requiring only a single photon, but we will cross check 156 against a sample where both photons are fully reconstructed.
157
To select this sample from preselected events we require that at least one reconstructed shower 158 point back towards our interaction vertex, with a distance of closest approach of the backward shower 159 projection, or impact parameter, of less than 4 cm, and a start point located within 62 cm of the vertex.
160
These requirements remove showers that are unassociated with the candidate neutrino interaction vertex 161 and result in 771 selected events.
162
The combined efficiency for selecting ν µ charged current induced single π 0 events after our pre-163 selection, single shower reconstruction efficiency, and above selection is 16% with a purity of 56%.
164
The dominant source of background, 15% of the sample, comes from real EM showers produced near activity would appear as an excess of data at large distances, which is not observed.
174
We fit the 3D distance from the vertex to the reconstructed shower start point to obtain the 175 conversion length. Figure 2 shows two shower selections can be found in Table I . This poor efficiency is driven by that of the subleading 197 photon shower (shown in Fig. 1 ).
198
With the two showers we can reconstruct the diphoton mass and check consistency with the π does not influence these corrections. We find our corrected diphoton mass distribution is consistent 205 with m π 0 (Fig. 3) . This gives us further confidence that we have selected photons originating from π 
219
Using our two shower selection we measure a consistent, but highly statistically correlated, cross section.
220
VIII. Systematic Uncertainties
221
We address three major sources of uncertainty in this measurement: the interaction models, the neutrino 222 flux prediction, and the detector simulation. Our uncertainties predominantly impact our background backgrounds. These variations lead to an overall 17% uncertainty on the final extracted cross section.
226
A summary breakdown of the systematics can be found in Table II , while a complete breakdown of 227 each variation is listed in Table V .
229
To assess the uncertainties on the neutrino flux prediction we utilize the final flux simulation from final cross section can be found in Table III .
236
Finally, to assess uncertainties related to our detector simulation, we vary a wide variety of mi-
237
crophysical effects, such as our electron diffusion model, the scintillation light yield of particles, the 238 electron recombination model [28] , and our model of localized electric field distortions. We also vary wires [20] . We create an independent detector simulation for each of these variations, treated as fully 244 uncorrelated. These independent simulations result in a statistical uncertainty that must be assessed us to only be sensitive to systematic effects greater than 6%. We also assess a systematic uncertainty 250 on the reconstructed neutrino interactions that are contaminated by simulated cosmic activity. This 251 is taken as a 100% normalization uncertainty, and leads to a 11% systematic uncertainty on the final 252 cross section measurement. A summary of these systematic uncertainties can be found in Table IV .
253
The combined uncertainty on our measurement is 31% and we obtain,
255
We compare this measurement with two sets of models implemented in GENIE. The first is the default 
260
These are compared to our measured cross section in Fig. 4 . We find that our data is consistent, within 261
1.2σ, with the default GENIE model. 
IX. Conclusions
263
In conclusion, MicroBooNE has utilized the first implementation of a fully automated electromagnetic 264 shower reconstruction to measure the first charged current neutral pion cross section on argon. This 265 measurement is in agreement with the default GENIE plus empirical MEC prediction for this process.
266
The dominant systematic uncertainty in this analysis arises from the detector modeling. Future im- We can gauge the extent to which our shower reconstruction is performing by comparing it directly 
C. Appendix: Diphoton Invariant Mass Input Plots
301
When calculating the diphoton invariant mass for our two shower selection it is also interesting to look 302 at the distributions that go into its calculation. These three quantities are the corrected leading shower 303 energy (shown in Fig. 8 ), the corrected subleading shower energy (shown in Fig. 9 ), and the two shower all figures) and area normalized to the data (to the right in all the figures). and area normalized to the data (right). 
